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Semidiurnal and Diurnal Tidal Effects in the Middle Atmosphere
as Seen by Rayleigh Lidar
SARAH T. GILLE, • ALAIN HAUCHECORNE, AND MARIE-LISE CHANIN
Service d'A•ronomie du Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique, Verri•res-le-Buisson, France
The Rayleigh lidar at the Centre d'Essais des Landes has been adjusted to provide continuous day
and nighttime measurementswhen clear weather permits with high resolution in both time and space.
These measurementsare processedto show tidal effectsin the 30- to 80-km height range. The observed
temperature variations in two 11-day seriesof data, from November 1988and January 1989, are treated
by spectral analysis and by least squaresfitting sinusoidsfor 12- and 24-hour periods. The observed
tidal amplitudes correspond with experimental results from rocket studies and are generally consistent, though somewhatlarger than predicted in theoretical models. Observed lidar phasesare roughly
corroborated by radar observationsand also follow the same general trends as model predicitions.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Laser temperature soundingsof the atmosphere, obtained
by Rayleigh lidar, have been performed on an ongoingbasis
at night, whenever clear weather permits at the Observatory
of Haute-Provence, France (44øN, 6øE), since 1981 and at
the Centre d'Essais des Landes (CEL), Biscarrosse, France
(44øN, løW), since 1986 [Hauchecorne and Chanin, 1980;
Chanin, 1984; Chanin and Hauchecorne, 1984]. Lidar data,
providing absolute temperature information in the 30- to
80-km altitude range, have been used extensively in studies
of gravity wave effects [Wilson, 1989]and long-term temperature trends [Chanin et al., 1987]. Until recently, however,
long continuous data sets suitable for analysis of mediumfrequency effects, such as tidal fluctuations, were not available from

lidars.

Instead, in the past decade, observational studies of solar
atmospheric tides have relied primarily on radar wind measurement techniques, which give detailed wind velocity
profiles from the surface up to 30 km and above 80-km
altitude, though certain sites measure from altitudes as low
as 60 km. Radar data sets have permitted thorough analysis
of semidiurnal and diurnal tidal amplitudes and phases and,
in particular, have shown the rapid changesin tidal patterns
which occur around the equinoxes [e.g., Manson et al.,
1988; Tsuda et al., 1988; Vincent et al., 1988].
However, between 30- and 60-km altitude, where lidar
operates but radar is blind, determination of tidal effects has
proved more elusive. Tidal studiesin this range have thus far
been limited almost exclusivelyto a seriesof rocket temperature and wind studies carried out in the 1960s. Many of
these rocket campaignswere conductedover periods of time
too short to clearly distinguishthe cyclical tidal effectsfrom
short-term gravity wave induced fluctuations. While rocket
wind measurementshave demonstratedthe generaltrendsof

semidiurnaland diurnal tidal effects[Groves, 1980],temperature measurements are more limited, and it is only by
combining all available rocket data that valuable measuresof
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diurnal tidal effects have been obtained [Hoxit and Henry,
1973.] More recently, Hitchman and Leovy [1985] examined
3 months of limb infrared monitor of the stratosphere
(LIMS) satellite day-night temperature differences at the
equator to obtain an idea of tidal temperature amplitudes in
the 30- to 60-km range. Their results put lower limits on the
diurnal amplitude; but the nature of LIMS data, which
provides only two measurements a day, near noon and
midnight, renders complete separation of tidal phase and
amplitude impossible.
Recent

modifications

to the lidar at CEL

have extended

operating hours, thus making lidar measurements available
as an additional means to study tidal effects between 30 and
80 km. In September 1988 the system was automated, so that
on clear nights it now runs continuously, using detectors to
trigger a shutdown in case of sudden cloud cover, rain, or
fire. Two months later, in November, the frequency responsewas fine-tuned to reduce backgroundeffects, permitting daytime operation.
In the first 7 months since daytime measurements began,
two periods of clear weather, in November 1988 and in the
latter half of January 1989, provided extended series of
temperature profiles sufficient for analysis for tidal effects.
This paper discussesthe adjustments made to permit daytime measurements, then describes the treatment and analysis of the November and January data sets, and compares
the results with previous experiments and model results for
the semidiurnal

and diurnal

2.

DAYTIME

solar tide.

MEASUREMENTS

Daytime lidar measurementswere previously impossible
becausethe backgroundlight from the sun overpoweredthe
returned laser signal. Three improvements were made in
order to reduce this background. First, since emission and

receptionare coaxialin the CEL system,it was possibleto

cutthefieldof viewof thetelescope
in halfto 1 x 10-4 rad.
Second, an intracavity Fabry-Perot filter was installed in the
laser to narrow the emission line to 3 pm. Third, a FabryPerot filter with a full width at half maximum of 10 pm was
added to the interference filter at the receiving end and tuned
to coincide with the emissionwavelength. With these adjustments, background light is now about equal to the laser echo
at 40 km and may be measured and removed.
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semidiurnaland diurnal processes,clearly visible warm and
cold temperature bands suggesta strong tidal effect with a
descendingphase and a vertical wavelength of roughly 30

24 January 1989
80-

km.
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Rarely, however, does the weather permit such an extended set of nighttime data as the January series in Plate 1,
and even less often are meteorological conditions clear
continuously for 24 hours. During times of clear weather,
occasional cloud cover typically limits measurements to
about half the hours within the time period. Thus analysis
techniques chosen must correctly process data series with
frequent gaps.
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3.1.

Spectral Analysis

Ferraz-Mello [1981] has developed a method to perform a
spectralanalysisof a time seriesof unequally spacedobserFig. 1. Typical day and night integrated hourly temperature
profilesfrom January24, 1989. (Left) Daytime temperaturewith _+o- vations by means of a data-compensated discrete Fourier
error bars from 1200to 1300UT (almostexactly local time). (Right) transform. Plate 2 shows the amplitude response of this
Nighttime temperature and error bars from 2100 to 2200 UT.
transform performed on the January daytime and nighttime
data for periods rangingfrom around 60 hours down to about
6 hours at each kilometer altitude. Amplitude responseis
The lidar control system records both daytime and night- particularly strongat 12 hours (correspondingto a frequency
time measurementsat 3-min integrateddensityprofileswith of 0.0831h-1) andat 24 hours(0.0416h-1) above50 km.
This suggeststhat for the January data, semidiurnal and
300-m vertical resolution. Raw data are converted to temperature assuminghydrostatic equilibrium and the ideal gas diurnal tidal effects dominate gravity wave responsesfor
law and, for this study, are averagedto yield hourly temper- periods between 10 and 60 hours in the mesosphere. Test
ature slices,thusincreasingthe altituderangeand smoothing spectralanalyseswere performed on artificial data consisting

TEMPERATURE(K)

out high-frequencyfluctuations. Data points are vertically
smoothedusing a 17-point discrete prolate spheroidalfilter
[Mathews et al., 1983]in order to remove smallgravity wave
effectsand are then adjustedto give a uniform one data point
per kilometer vertical distribution.
Figure 1 shows typical 1-hour averagesfor daytime and
nighttime temperature measurements. Statistically determined density error bars are propagated through all the
calculations;when density error bars are greater than 15% of
the measured density, temperature values are discarded.
While nighttime measurementsnormally stretch from 30 to

of white noise with the same distribution

in time as the actual

data and superimposedwith a sinusoidaltidal effect varying
with altitude. The resulting artificial spectra show that in
agreementwith the spectrum shown in Plate 2, the spectral
analysis of the data should not show any clear tidal effect
below about 50 km. The same analyses performed on artificial white noise alone without a tidal signal indicate that the
distribution of the data should not create any spurious
spectral signals.The apparent split of the tidal signalbelow
50 km into two peaks corresponding to 20- and 30-hour
periods, with a trough between them at 24 hours, thus

90 km, daytimedatatypicallyreachtheirupperlimits' appears
to be a realeffectwhichmightbe attributed
to a
between 55 and 60 km. In both cases, error bars are less than
IøK at the lower limits and climb rapidly to 10øor 20øKin the
upper 4 or 5 km.
3.

ANALYSIS

Radar work has suggested that tidal effects should be
studied using roughly 10-day data series since shorter intervals may show nonglobal effects [Forbes, 1985] and longer
periods may be contaminatedwith seasonalmigrationof the
tidal phase and magnitude [Manson et al., 1988]. For convenience, we selected 11-day periods of data for analysis,
using71 hoursof nighttime data and 28 hoursof daytime data
taken from November 14 to 25, 1988, and 102 nighttime
hours plus 25 daytime hours from January 20 to 31, 1989.
Seven consecutive nights in January, each with a minimum of 12 hoursof data, provide a first-orderapproximation
of winter tidal trends. Plate 1 shows the 7-night hourly
average temperatures with altitudinal means removed. Although daytime weather during the same week was not
consistentenoughto justify inclusionof daytime data in the
treatment, the seriesis nonethelesshelpful in illustratingthe
mean tidal effects. While the results represent a mixture of

resonanceof phase fluctuations or higher-frequencygravity
waves.

As Plate 3 shows, tidal effects in the spectral analysisare
much less pronouncedin November. Spectral analysistests
on white noise seriesdistributed in the same pattern as the
November data predict noisier results, particularly at low
altitudes and low frequencies, with a weaker tidal signalthan
the January analysis. While it is difficult to draw conclusions
from the limited quantity of data now available, two other
factors should be considered. First, as radar studies of

equinoctialphasechangeshave shown, tides undergosignificant and rapid changesfrom summerto winter conditionsas
late as the end of November [Tsuda et al., 1988], during
which time semidiurnal tidal amplitudes are significantly
reduced. Although our data series represents a different
altitude range and does not begin until November 14, it may
still be subject to some rapid equinoctial transitions. Any
phase changes or amplitude reductions during this period
would diminish the magnitude of the spectral responsefor
the critical diurnal and semidiurnal frequencies in November. Second, Wilson [1989] has shown that while November

and January gravity wave activities are typically roughly
equivalent between 30 and 60 km, above 60 km at CEL,
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gravity waves are significantly more active in November
than in January. This increasedactivity at higher altitudes,
where tidal effects would be expected to appear stronger,
may mean that a broad spectrumof gravity wave frequencies
partially resists filtering and drowns out the apparent tidal
effects in November.

3.2.

Least Squares Fitting

Although the spectral analysis discussedabove gives a
very clear qualitative notion of tidal responses,it does not
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generatedby the curve-fitting package correctly estimate the
standarddeviation of the differencebetween the tidal amplitude due to white noise and the true amplitude (zero, in the
case of white noise).
Above 60 km the tidal fit is more difficult to perform,
partly because fewer data points are available to fit six
functions (diurnal sine and cosine, semidiurnal sine and
cosine, a constant, and a linear trend) but primarily because
all of the data are concentrated

in the same 12- to 14-hour

period each night. Since the measurements are relatively
noisy, the singular value decomposition cannot clearly disfacilitate removal of linear trends, simultaneous determina- tinguish half a diurnal sine wave from a full semidiurnal
tion of 12- and 24-hour effects in cases where the interaction
wave; and in a worst case scenario, such as the hypothetical
between the two may be deceptive, or error propagationto data depicted in Figure 8, if only 12 hours of noisy measureobtain an idea of the statisticalvalidity of the results. Thus in ments are available each day, the two effects may be
order to quantify the measuresof tidal response,the same effectively identical. While the pair of functions is not
two series of data were fit with a linear combination of 12entirely degenerate, the result is much the same: the tidal
and 24-hour sine and cosinewaves, plus a constant value and
amplitudegrows excessivelylarge as the computer searches
a linear effect usingthe singularvalue decompositionmethod
for the best fit. To alleviate this problem, we investigatedthe
described by Press et al. [1986]. From the calculated sine
possibility of finding the diurnal and semidiurnal effects
and cosine amplitudes an amplitude and phase shift were
separately by calling the fitting subroutines once for the
determined.
24-hour period and a second time for the 12-hour period.
Background signal is assumed to be a constant level of
Expanding on Crary and Forbes' [1983] method, we generwhite noise at all frequencies. It is found at each altitude by
ated noisy diurnal and semidiurnal sine waves, using a
performing a spectral analysis for high frequencies, correvariety of relative phases and varying the signal to noise
spondingto periods between 2 and 5 hours, representedas
ratio. Results indicate that separate fits for diurnal and
frequencies 0.5-0.2 in Figure 2. The average of the amplisemidiurnal effects are more accurate for a signal to noise
tudes in this frequencyrange, shownin Figure 3, is removed
ratio of 5, if there are fewer than 9 hours of data per day; for
from the semidiurnaland diurnal amplitudesfound usingthe
singularvalue decompositionmethod. Figures 4-7 show the a signalto noiseratio of 3, if there are fewer than 11 hoursof
resulting tidal amplitudes and phases for November and data; and for a signal to noise ratio of 1, if there are fewer
January. By convention, tidal phase is depicted as the time than 16 hours of data. Thus in our particular case, up to
about 60 km, the combinedfit posesfew problems since the
of maximum amplitude.
signalto noiseratio is rarely much worse than 1, and the data
Tsuda et al. [ 1987] have shown that error bars, which vary
cover
most of the daytime hours. Above 60 km, however,
systematicallyover the course of the day, may result in an
imbalancein the weightingof the data and, as a result, a poor the maximum number of hours per day drops to 13 in
tidal fit. Since lidar error bars are generallylarger duringthe Januaryand 14 in November, while the signalto noise ratio
day than at night, for this study they are fixed at a minimum is consistentlylessthan 3 (with the exception of two or three
value of 2øK to prevent insignificantvariations in error bars pointsin high-amplitudepeaksbetween60 and 70 km, which
from causingenormousdifferencesin the weights and skew- we ignore to insure continuity in the final results). Thus,
ing the results. Tests show that tidal amplitudesand phases using the criteria determined by the white noise tests as a
found by averagingall 11 days of data into 24 one hour slices guideline, above 60 km, we fit the semidiurnaland diurnal
before fitting fall within the error bars of the resultsshownin tidal effectsseparately.A side effect of this fitting procedure
the figures. In addition, values found using the data's statis- is that the variance of the fit parameters (as determined by
tical error bars as weightingfactors (thus significantlyreduc- the curve-fitting package) underestimates the true uncering the importanceof the daytime data to the fittingroutines) tainty in the parameters,becauseit is determinedas if only
also generally fall well within the error bars of the printed four functions are used rather than six. Error bars shown on
results.
the plots are insteadderived from the standarddeviation of
One of the problems in fitting unevenly distributed data is amplitude and phase errors in repeated statistical tests
determining how much the inability of the curve fitter to performed on artificial data.
work around the gapsmay contribute to the error in the final
Resulting tidal diurnal amplitudes (Figures 4 and 6) vary
results. Lindzen and Chapman [1969] probed this question from as low as 0.5 ø -+ 0.5øC around 30-km altitude to values
and concluded that if the tidal effect is not the dominant
roughly between about 1ø and 12ø _+ 6øC above 60 km.
signal, spurious noise may contribute more to the experi- Semidiurnal amplitudes (Figures 5 and 7) range from about
mental amplitudes than the tide itself. Crary and Forbes 0.6 ø -+ 0.4øC around 30 km to between 1ø and 8 ø --- 4øC above
[1983]investigatedthe expectederror barsfor tidal effectsfit 60 km. November diurnal phaseshave wavelengthsaround
to noisy measurementsdistributedover only one part of the 10 km below 50-km elevation and around 100 km from 65 to
day by fitting diurnal and semidiurnaltidal effects to white 80 km (Figure 4). January diurnal phases (Figure 6) have a
noise series of lengths varying from 6 to 18 hours. We wavelength of roughly 30 km from 45 to 70 km and about 100
repeated their numerical tests, extending the white noise km from 35 to 45 km. November semidiurnalphases(Figure
series to have the same distribution as our l 1-day series, 5) have wavelengthsof approximately 15 km below 45-km
with the standarddeviation of the white noise set equivalent altitude and around 35 km from 60- to 80-km altitude. In
to the statistical error bars. Results indicated that error bars
January (Figure 7), semidiurnalphase wavelengthsare near
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Plate 1. Hourly temperatures averaged over seven nights, with the mean temperature at each
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4.

4.1.

Radar

RESULTS AND COMPARISONS

and Rocket

Studies

Most recent observational

radar

wind

data from

lidar measurements

tidal studies have made use of

about

60 to 110 km.

amplitudes and phase maxima would not be expected to
correlate with temperature amplitudes and phases, the vertical wavelength for the phase should be roughly consistent
in the 60- to 80-kin range where lidar and radar data overlap,
thoughradar data are somewhatlimited in this range and the

While

wind

have substantial

error bars. Measure-

ments at the Saskatoon radar site (52øN, 107øW)from 1981 to
1985show January semidiurnalwavelengthsto be 35-45 km,
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80-km range are frequently irregular or evanescent, making
comparisonmore difficult, although the 20- to 80-km wavelengths in lidar data appear reasonable.
Previous middle atmosphere tidal studies using midlatitude temperature data are limited almost exclusively to
Hoxit and Henry [1973], who compiled rocket data gathered
between 1964 and 1969 at White Sands (32.5øN), Cape
Kennedy (28.5øN), and Wallops Island (37.8øN), sorting it
into 10 daytime and 10 nighttime slots to obtain an average
tidal amplitude for middle latitudes. Though their results
should be regarded cautiously because limited data pre-

January
63

IO/

ALTITUDE

53 KM ALTITUDE

vented consideration

of seasonal and latitudinal

variations

and because a number of systematicproblems plagued the
rocket instrumentation,their work is one of very few midlatitude, tidal temperature studiesin the 30- to 80-km range.
They found average diurnal temperature variation corre0.1

0.3

0.3

0.4

0.5

FREQUENCY(1/HR)
Fig. 2.

Spectral analyses at 53 and 63 km, respectively. The

rangebetween
0.2and0.5h-• (5-2hours)is averaged
andremoved
from the calculated signal as noise.

_Hox,
it andLidar
Henry _
(1973)_
•ß Rayleigh
Forbes and
GilleUie{1982)
Forbes arid Vial (1989)

ß Kaehler (1989)
9O

though in this altitude range, wavelengthsmay occasionally
be much longer or ill defined [Manson and Meek, 1986;
Tsuda et al., 1988; Manson et al., 1988, 1989]. These values
correspond roughly with the 40-km wavelength observed
from 60 to 70 km and much longer wavelengthabove 70 km
(Figure 7). The same studies also show that November is a
month of strong phase transitions, separating the summer
state when wavelengths are approximately 50 km and the
winter state. By the end of November, when lidar measurements were taken, radar wavelengthsin the overlap altitude
range are typically 30-40 km, roughly correspondingto the
30-km wavelength in lidar observationsabove 60 km (Figure
5). Radar data show phase differences from 1 to 3 hours
between November and January; lidar temperature data
appear to show more significantphase differences,as much
as 6 hours, which may simply indicate that temperature and
wind respond differently to seasonalchangesor which may
stem from the large error bars in high-altitudelidar measurements. Radar studies show that diurnal phasesin the 60- to
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Fig. 4. Height profiles of temperature diurnal phases (time of
maximum amplitude) and amplitudes observed from November 14
to 23, 1988 (solid circles with error bars added), superposedwith
model results (asterisks) from Forbes and Gil'lette [1982] and with
rocket measurements(open circles) from Hoxit and Henry [1973].
Error bars for Hoxit and Henry's results are roughly _+2øK.The
reader is cautioned

about the uncertainties

in lidar-derived

tidal

harmonicsabove 60 km, where only nighttime data are available.
See text for details.
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90-

sponding to amplitudes of 2.35ø, 1.80ø, 2.15ø, 4.45ø, 3.40ø,
3.60ø, and 4.45øK at 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, and 60 km,
respectively. As Figures 4 and 6 indicate, the tidal amplitudes provided by lidar for both the months of January and
November do not differ substantially in magnitude from the
results of Hoxit and Henry.
Hoxit and Henry's [1973] diurnal phase is roughly constant at about 1400 UT for all altitudes; in contrast, as shown
in Figures 4 and 6, the lidar results indicate that the diurnal
phase is consistent with an upward propagating tide in
January, but the reverse phase gradient in November suggeststhat there is tidal mode mixing or reflection. If, as radar
studies suggest, tidal phases vary substantially throughout
the year, the discrepancy between the constant phase observed in the rocket studiesand the descendingphasesfound
in lidar measurements may be attributed to Hoxit and
Henry's averaging process: if the phase at each altitude
varies significantly over the course of a year, then we would
expect Hoxit and Henry's annual average to be constant.
These differences between the rocket and lidar phases
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4.2.

Model

Predictions

._

Diurnal and semidiurnal tides have received considerable

•

attention from modelers in recent years. While models tend
not to account for atmospheric tidal effects such as local
evanescentwaves and interannual variability, comparison is
nonethelessuseful. Kiihler [1989a] developed a three dimensional nonlinear tidal model based on primitive equations
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which has been run for winter solstice conditions, Forbes
and Gillette [1982] modeled diurnal tidal effects for equinox

and solstice conditions following the scheme discussedby
Forbes [1982], and Forbes and Vial [1989] have refined a
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Fig. 5. Height profiles of November semidiurnal temperature
phases and amplitudes, superposedwith model results (small solid
circles) from Forbes and Vial [1989].

monthly two-dimensional linear semidiurnal tidal model,
originally developedby Vial [1986]. Results from these three
models have been superimposedon the lidar observations
shown in Figures 4-7. (For the Forbes and Gillette results, a
weighted mean of calculations at 42øN and 48øN is used.
Winter solstice conditions are included with January data;
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the Forbes and Gillette equinox conditionsare shown with
1.0
November diurnal data.) Model amplitudesincrease with
altitude, following the same general trends as the observed
o.5
amplitudes.Diurnal resultsby Forbes and Gillette [ 1982]are
consistentwith observationsup to 60 km (Figures4 and 6),
0.0
but semidiurnalamplitudesare significantlyweaker than the
data would suggest, matching observationsonly at the
minima of 15 km vertical amplitudefluctuations(Figures5
-0.5
and 7). In part, the discrepancies
may occurbecausephase
fluctuationstend to flatten averageseasonaland monthly
-1.0
tidal amplitudesrelative to 10-dayamplitudes,occasionally
I
,
,
•
•
I
I
I
,
•
,
o
10
20
30
by as muchas a factor of 3. Other factorswhichmay add to
the discrepanciesbetween theory and measurementinclude
Fig. 8. Hypotheticalhourly data pointssuperimposed
on diurobservationalproblems,suchas a poor signalto noiseratio, nal and semidiurnalsine waves show that in the worst of cases, 12perhapsdue to the strengthof gravity waves, and effectsnot and24-houreffectsmay be effectivelyinseparableif only 12hoursof
noisy data are available.
currently incorporated into the model equations, such as
coupling between tidal forcing and either gravity waves
[Walterscheidet al., 1986]or planetarywaves [Teitelbautn,
variability of tidal amplitudes may be as great as 50%,
1989]. Kiihler [1989b] has shown that variations in thermal
suggesting
that it is difficultto estimatehow representative
forcing in the tropospheremay producesubstantiallydif- data from one single year are.
ferent temperatureamplitudesin the middle atmosphere
Like amplitudes,observedand modeledphasesare conwhilehavingvery little impacton the tidalphases.Finally, sistent to varying degrees. Kiihler's [1989a] winter solstice
recent work by Fraser et al. [ 1989] indicates that interannual
model results (Figure 7) around 44øN show a descending
diurnal phase closely matchingthat found in the January
lidar data between35 and 70 km, with a vertical wavelength
of 35 km. Kfihler's semidiurnalmodel phases,like the lidar
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results, are relatively stable at 0800 UT and decrease at
higher altitudes, above 60 or 70 km. The Forbes and Vial

80

[1989]semidiurnalmodel (Figure 7) showsa Januaryphase
which has values similar to the measuredphases above
about70 km, thoughslopesdepart significantly,and follows
the same trend as the measurements,though consistently
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shifted by about 6 hours below 70 km. The Forbes-Vial
November results (Figure 5) closely match the lidar measurementsabove 55 km but do not follow the complicated
observed phase changes at lower altitudes. Forbes and
Gillette [1982] diurnal resultsfollow the samegeneraltrend
as the January observations (Figure 6), with occasional
differences,notably between 58 and 65 km, and above 70 km
where the model shows consistently short (60 km) wavelengthsand the lidar appearsto indicatea longerwavelength
consistentwith radar climatologies.Neither winter solstice
nor equinox results exactly match the observed phase
changes, though the general trends of descendingphase
above 60 km and a reverse gradient from 45 to 60 km are
somewhat similar to equinox predictions.
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Fig. 7. Sameas Figure 5 but for Januaryvaluesand with Kiihler
[-1989a]and model results(triangles.)

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

This paper has examined tidal effects in two periods of
lidar temperaturedata from November and January.While it
would be difficult to justify drawing any sweepingconclusionsfrom just two 11-day seriesof data, theseinitial results,
at the very least, suggestthat the Rayleigh temperaturelidar
may be a useful tool for deciphering tidal effects in the
middle atmosphere.In general, it appearsthat temperature
amplitudescorrespondreasonably with rocket data results,
and phasecomparisonswith radar climatologiesare consistent. Some phases compare quite well with theoretical
predictions,particularly January diurnal phasesfrom 50 to
70 km, November semidiurnalfrom 55 to 80 km, and January
semidiurnalbelow 60 km, but disagreementsare often substantial below 60 km, where lidar results are most reliable.

GILLE ET AL..' MIDDLE

ATMOSPHERE TIDES FROM RAYLEIGH

Lidar-derived tidal amplitudes are in many cases significantly larger than model results would predict. The discrepancies between theoretical tidal predictions and those found
by lidar and rocket studies may suggestthat tidal effects
involve more complicated processesthan theory has thus far
examined and, perhaps, couple with gravity waves or planetary waves to create greater amplitudes than previously
anticipated. As more lidar data become available for tidal
analysis, the current questionsabout phase, amplitude, and
seasonal trends may eventually resolve themselves.
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